Installation Instructions for:
ACCESSORIES:

FLAT CORNER SEAT:

There should be adequate support behind surround panels, such as 2” X 6”’s between studs.

1) Trial fit seat in corner. If corner is out of square you can sand, grind, or cut one or both sides of seat for proper fit.

2) Mark on wall panels proper seat height. Lower one inch to allow for seat thickness or mark off bottom seat. With your level, draw lines on panels just slightly higher in corner to allow drainage. Drill 2-3/16” holes through each support piece and through the surround panel. When you get to the drywall stop. Then continue into the 2” X 6” with an 1/8” bit.

3) You can use #8 3” finished head brace screws or counter sink the screw head by boring the opening with a 1/2” bit about 1/4” deep. After installation, you can cover screw head with caulk.

4) Trial fit support pieces to be sure screws start in holes properly and don’t bind. You could crack wall panels. Make sure both surfaces are clean and dry. Use a heavy bead of silicone between the support pieces and wall panels. Screw snugly to walls making sure silicone oozes out. Clean off the excess. Do not over tighten. The silicone will hold most of the weight.

5) Put a heavy bead of silicone on top of the support pieces and on the side of the seat. Push seat into place until silicone oozes out. Wipe off excess. Let set for 24 hours. If necessary, caulk with the color caulk of your choice.

TOWEL BAR:

1) Measure and cut the bar itself to desired length.

2) Mark location of one towel bar end. Drill a 5/16” hole into the dry wall deep enough to accept plastic sleeve. Insert sleeve so it is flush. Put 1/4” screw far enough in that the towel bar end fits snugly against the wall. Don’t silicone it in place yet.

3) Insert towel bar into the end and hold the second towel bar end in place. Level and mark. Secure the second towel bar end to the wall with towel bar between.

4) If everything lines up well and is level, remove one end at a time and put a good dab of silicone and re-install. Make sure everything is level, then let it set for eight hours.